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C&E 20TH ANNIVERSARY SUMMARY
This month marks C&E’s 20th Anniversary! Thank you to all our Owner’s for
their hard work and inspiration of opening this great company and providing
us employees with employment for the past 20 years! As employees we have
also contributed to this company’s success with our dedication and
innovative ideas. C&E is a unique organization not only because of the work
we do but because of the culture we have. A family-oriented environment that
you do not see in any other company. At the same time, we inspire to move
forward and keep in the know of all the new trades and technologies!

I have been told I oversell my company… & I do
because I believe in all its possibilities!
By: Linda Chavez
WHO IS WHO
Estella V. Hernandez, President- As President Mrs. Estella provides

accounting assistance to the administrative office by ensuring all business
needs are ran accordingly to federal and state regulations.
Corina Valles, Vice- President- As a previous business owner Mrs.

Corina brings extensive knowledge on all administrative business procedures.
She ensures auditing is done accordingly per all apsects of the business.
Joe D. Hernandez, CEO- Co-founder of C&E with an extensive

background in this industry who had a vision of opening his own busines in
the trade he knows best! He continues to follow his vision and is making C&E
greater!
Isidro R. Valles, CFO- Previous Business Owner of his own plumbing

company brought all his Licenses and Certifications to make C&E operate
and has continued his education throughout the years for continuous credits
for all necessary requirements to run C&E.

C&E EMPLOYEES
We would like to thank all of our veteran employees who have been with our company for more than 10 years. In
particular, to Johnny, Kenny, Isaac, Adrian and Gabby and all our field staff who have been with us for years. I could go on
and on because we have several employees here that fit this. We are very fortunate to have long-term employees. The
following employees in particular have been the foundation of C&E. The rest of us have came in to make C&E expand and
make it brighter. However, all of us make C&E great and all bring a piece to table and are all appreciated to the max!

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In this year particularly we have expanded our horizons. We incorporated an area for training at the C&E Main office in
the Estimating Department. This equipment was purchased for the Field Management Team and all other corresponding
departments. We have also enhanced our warehouse and materials. Not to mention our marketing partnership with AGI.
In addition, we have aquired new company vehicles. I am very proud to say we are moving up in every right direction.
Since my term here from 2015-2019 every year we lean towards a bigger corporation. Let’s keep up the good work and
keep our customers happy and coming in!

